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A B S T R A C T   

Water solubility data in CO2 are important for flow assurance and mitigation of corrosion issues during trans-
portation in carbon capture, sequestration/storage and acid gas reinjection processes. Hydrate formation con-
ditions, as well as solubility of CO2 in water, have been well studied in the literature; however, there are 
relatively few studies for CO2 liquid in equilibrium with a hydrate as a two-phase system. Moreover, there is a 
disparity between the various data regarding the pressure dependence of the water content of the CO2 in this 
system. In this work, we report the water content in CO2liquid at p = 7.893–50.91 MPa and T = 237.86–278.21 
K, where the CO2 phase is in equilibrium with only the pure type I hydrate. Our results support a very weak 
dependence on pressure, which can be expected with an equilibrium involving two relatively incompressible 
materials. In addition, new measurements are reported for the Lw-H-CO2(g) and Lw-H-CO2(l) phase boundaries 
for p = 1.262–15.596 MPa and T = 273.42–284.32 K using a 25 cm3 stirred autoclave cell. A full equilibrium 
model is described where the fluid phase was modeled using reference Helmholtz Equations of State for CO2 and 
water, and the Sloan et al. (1987) model is used for the hydrate phase.   

1. Introduction 

Carbon capture and sequestration/storage (CCS) and acid gas in-
jection (AGI) are carbon management strategies for mitigating carbon 
dioxide (CO2) emission to the environment. CCS differs from AGI only in 
the capture process and larger volumes, however, both strategies typi-
cally involve gas separation, compression and transportation to injection 
facilities. Purified CO2 is also used for other applications, such as 
enhanced oil recovery for expanding reservoir production. A water wet 
CO2 stream can cause corrosion and also can precipitate to form solids 
such as ice or hydrates which can lead to flow assurance issues (Carroll, 
2014; Marriott et al., 2011). To prevent solids formation, CO2 streams 
need to be dried to a specified level; usually below the dew point of the 
lowest operating temperature of a transport pipeline (Grynia et al., 
2010). This can be done through compression and cooling cycles, pro-
vided hydrate formation is avoided during interstage cooling and within 
the suction scrubbers. 

There are relatively few studies for the two-phase pure CO2 fluid in 
equilibrium with a hydrate (Song and Kobayashi, 1987; Jasperson et al., 
2015; Seo et al., 2011; Chapoy et al., 2012; Cox et al., 2013; Burgass 
et al., 2014; Youssef et al., 2009). As well, there is a large disagreement 

between the various data reported at these conditions. In contrast, the 
formation/dissociation conditions for CO2 hydrates in the presence of 
excess liquid water are widely reported in the literature (Maekawa, 
2010; Fan and Guo, 1999; Fan et al., 2000; Ng and Robinson, 1985; 
Vlahakis et al., 1972; Adisasmito et al., 1991; Wendland et al., 1999; 
Englezos and Hall, 1994; Nema et al., 2017; Unruh and Katz, 1949; 
Larson, 1955; Takenouchi and Kennedy, 1964; Mooijer-van den Heuvel 
et al., 2001; Mohammadi et al., 2005; Melnikov et al., 2011; Ohgaki 
et al., 1993; Deaton and Frost, 1946; Robinson and Metha, 1971; Yasuda 
and Ohmura, 2008). Song and Kobayashi (1987), published the first set 
of water content data for CO2 in equilibrium with a hydrate phase. For 
over twenty years, these data were the benchmark for this type of sys-
tem. Recently, their data has been re-examined by other researchers, 
because their measured water solubility unexpectedly shows strong 
pressure dependence. Jasperson et al. (2015); Chapoy et al. (2012), and 
Burgass et al. (2014), have all independently concluded from their 
experimental measurements that the pressure dependence of the solu-
bility is not strong at all. In order to help resolve the discrepancies and 
increase the available data, we have measured and modeled water sol-
ubility in CO2 at hydrate forming conditions and compared our data to 
these previous studies. 
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In this work, we report the water content of CO2 in the presence of a 
hydrate phase from p = 7.893–50.091 MPa and T = 237.86–278.21 K 
using a tunable diode laser spectrometer (TDLAS). Furthermore, we also 
reported CO2 hydrate forming conditions in the presence of liquid water 
(liquid water-hydrate-liquid CO2 and liquid water-hydrate-gaseous CO2) 
for p = 1.262–15.596 MPa and T = 273.42–284.32 K using a small 
stirred autoclave cell. These measurements were used to define the 
upper boundary for the two-phase fluid-hydrate phase studies. Both the 
water content and the three-phase loci data were modeled using 

reference quality reduced Helmholtz energy equations of state for the 
fluid phases and the Sloan et al. model for the hydrate phase (Sloan 
et al., 1976; Span and Wagner, 1996; Wagner and Pruß, 2002; Gernert 
and Span, 2016). The model is capable of calculating both the water 
content and three phase loci independently using the same optimized 
parameters, as opposed to using different parameters for when the 
different phases were present. 

2. Experimental section 

2.1. Materials 

Laser grade (99.9995 %) CO2 was supplied by Praxair Inc. Double 
distilled water was polished to a resistivity of 18 MΩ cm with an EMD 
Millipore model Milli-Q Type 1 water purification system and further 
degassed by stirring under vacuum for at least 12 h. 

2.2. Measurement apparatus 

2.2.1. Small stirred autoclave cell 
A 25 cm3 stirred autoclave cell equipped with a Keller Druckmes-

stechnik PA-33X pressure transducer and an internal four-wire 100 Ω 
platinum resistance thermometer (PRT) was used in this work for the 

Fig. 2. (a) Pressure-temperature profile showing CO2 + H2O cooling, hydrate 
formation and decomposition stages along the Lw-H-CO2(g) phase boundary. 
(b) Pressure-temperature profile showing CO2 + H2O cooling, hydrate forma-
tion and decomposition stages along the Lw-H-CO2(l) phase boundary. 

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the setup used for the water content measurement 
of CO2. 

Fig. 3. Flowchart for CO2 water content calculation.  
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measuring of CO2 hydrates dissociation along the Lw-H-CO2(g) and Lw- 
H-CO2(l) phase boundaries. The system and method of measurement has 
been discussed in previous studies (Adeniyi et al., 2017, 2018; Ward 
et al., 2015). The pressure transducer and PRT has uncertainty of δp =
±0.001 MPa and δT =±0.001 K respectively. 

2.2.2. Water content equilibration loop 
The water content apparatus (shown in Fig. 1) is comprised of coiled 

stainless-steel tubing and an AMETEK 5100 HD TDLAS analyzer with a 
Herriott sample cell. The SS316 coiled tubing (3.18 mm O.D. and 0.71 
mm I.D.) has a volume of ca. 3 cm3 and is completely submersed inside a 
PolyScience PP07R-40 refrigerated bath circulating a 30:70 water-glycol 
mixture controlling the temperature to within ±0.004 K. A four-wire 
platinum resistance thermometer (δT = ±0.005 K) is used to measure 
the temperature of the thermo-regulated water bath. Gravimetrically 
prepared mixtures of CO2 + H2O are delivered to the equilibration loop 
via a 260D Teledyne ISCO high pressure syringe pump that maintains a 
constant desired pressure throughout the experiment. Fluids exit the 
coiled tubing through a 2–way on/off poppet valve (Valco Instruments 
Co. Inc.). Pressure is measured with a Keller Druckmesstechnik PA-33X 
pressure transducer with a calibrated uncertainty of δp = ±0.001 MPa. 

2.3. Procedure 

2.3.1. Phase boundary dissociation method for hydrate dissociation 
measurement 

The phase boundary dissociation method (Ward et al., 2015) was 
used for studying CO2 hydrate dissociation in the presence of excess 
liquid water. Fig. 2a and b show the pressure-temperature profiles for 
cooling, hydrate formation and heating stages for a CO2 + H2O mixture 
along the Lw-H-CO2(g) and Lw-H-CO2(l) phase boundaries respectively. 
For studying both the Lw-H-CO2(g) and Lw-H-CO2(l) loci, ca.10 cm3 of 
polished and degassed H2O was injected into the evacuated autoclave by 
suction followed by charging with CO2(g) or CO2(l) at a desired pressure. 
For both phases, water is in excess, so that a liquid water phase is always 
present, even after complete hydrate formation. The CO2 + H2O system 
was then mixed for an additional 6 h or until the pressure was stable to 
within ±0.005 MPa. Once the system had reached equilibrium, it was 
subcooled and held at 273.35 K for 18 h to form hydrates. After 
maximum hydrate formation which was indicated by a rapid decrease in 
pressure, as shown in Fig. 2a and b, temperature was increased incre-
mentally by 0.2 K and 0.1 K in the gas and liquid regions, respectively, to 
melt the formed hydrate while logging the temperature and pressure. 

2.3.2. Calibration and validation of the TDLAS analyzer 
Before any experiment, the accuracy of the TDLAS analyzer was 

validated with different concentrations of water standards prepared 

Table 1 
Literature and optimised parameters for the hydrate model used for this work.  

Reference Parameter Literature value Optimised value 

Sloan et al., 1987 a  17.440 MPa 17.774 MPa 
Sloan et al., 1987 b  6003.925 K MPa− 1 6055.542 K MPa− 1 

Avlonitis, 1994 v◦ 22.35 cm3 mol− 1  

Avlonitis, 1994 k1  3.1075 × 10− 4 K-1  

Avlonitis, 1994 k2 5.9537 × 10− 7 K-2  

Avlonitis, 1994 k3 1.3707 × 10− 10 K-3  

Parrish and Prausnitz, 
1972 

Ajm (small) 1.182 × 10− 2 K 
MPa-1 

3.1488 × 10− 3 

KMPa-1 

Parrish and Prausnitz, 
1972 

Ajm (large) 8.396 × 10− 2 K 
MPa-1 

9.220 × 10− 2 

KMPa-1 

Parrish and Prausnitz, 
1972 

Bjm (small) 2860.5 K 3959.7 K 

Parrish and Prausnitz, 
1972 

Bjm (large) 3277.9 K 3404.5 K  

Table 2 
Calibration of the TDLAS with different concentrations of H2O in CO2 prepared 
gravimetrically in-house.  

p / 
MPa 

T / K yH2O (exp.) 
/ppma 

yH2O (grav.) 
/ppmb 

yH2O (grav.) ̶ yH2O 
(exp.) /ppm 

20.65 296.50 4178 410 − 8 
29.52 293.33 422 410 − 12 
39.82 298.18 1626 1582 − 44 
49.77 298.23 22467 2192 − 54 
49.86 298.25 2596 2648 52 
49.91 298.22 3457 3546 89 
50.02 295.16 1136 1181 45  

a Uncertainity for water content measurements from triplicate measurements 
is estimated to be ±15 ppm. 

b Uncertainty from the gravimetric preparation for the mixtures is estimated 
to be 20 ppm. 

Fig. 4. Parity plot of the experimental water content measurements against the water contents calculated by the iterative model described earlier. Dotted line is 
where the calculated value matches the experimental measurement. 
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gravimetrically on a Mettler-Toledo Excellence Plus XP precision 
comparator (±0.001 g). The 500 cm3 SS316 vessel containing the 
sample was heated to 373 K during transfer into the 260D Teledyne ISCO 
syringe pump to prevent water dropout. For calibration of the TDLAS, 
the apparatus was first evacuated using a vacuum of 2.5 × 10− 7 MPa for 
24 h, followed by purging with the sample three times before the final 
loading of the standard sample. After the stabilization of pressure to 
within ±0.05 MPa, the poppet valve was periodically opened every 30 s 
to the TDLAS analyzer until the readings stabilized to within ±10 ppmv. 

2.3.3. Experimental procedure for water content measurements 
The coiled tubing was pressurized to the desired pressure with the 

sample, and the temperature was then lowered to 238 K and maintained 
for 96 h in order to completely anneal the formed hydrates. After 
equilibration, the poppet valve was opened periodically every 120 s to 
the TDLAS analyzer until the reading was stable to within ±10 ppmv. 
For subsequent higher temperature measurements, the temperature of 
the cold loop was increased incrementally in steps of 5 K and maintained 
isothermally for 48 h before sampling. Each sample corresponds to ca. 
0.6 cm3 over a sampling time of 2 min (~20 % of the cold loop volume). 
Lower volumetric sampling rates were not found to change the analysis. 

3. Thermodynamic modeling 

At two phase equilibrium conditions, the fugacities for H2O and CO2 
meet the criterion of 

f aq
i = f b

i (1) 

or 

f H
i = f b

i (2)  

where fi is the fugacity of component i (CO2 or H2O), the superscripts H, 
aq, and b represent the hydrate, aqueous phase and non-aqueous phase 
respectively. Note that the aqueous phase can be ice or a liquid aqueous 
phase, where CO2 solubility in the aqueous phase is provided through 
the fluid equations of state. Because the molar Gibbs energy (chemical 
potential) is lowest for the most thermodynamically stable phase, the 
lowest water fugacity also indicates the most stable phase. Thus, in our 
approach the equilibrium is solved for both ice and the liquid aqueous 
system; however, the lowest fugacity solution defines which equilibrium 
system is used. This is repeated for the hydrate system. For solutions at 
the three phase locus, the following equally exists: 

f H
i = f aq

i = f b
i (3) 

Eq. 3 is more common when describing hydrate modeling. The steps 
taken to iteratively solve Eqs. 1–3 are shown in Fig. 3. 

Table 3 
Summary of the literature for the saturated water contents of CO2 and their 
average relative deviation (ARD) to the iterative model. The variance (standard 
deviation, σARD) in each ARD is also provided.  

Reference T range / 
K 

p range / 
MPa 

No. data 
points 

ARD (σARD) 

Wiebe and Gaddy, 1941 298 – 348 0.1 – 70.9 39 − 0.061 
(0.124) 

Stone, 1943 244 – 295 1.5 – 6.1 4 − 0.251 
(0.072) 

Malinin, 1959 473 – 603 19.6 – 58.8 9 0.214 
(0.124) 

Tödheide and Franck, 
2011 

323 – 623 20 – 350 112 0.322 
(0.146) 

Takenouchi and 
Kennedy, 1964 

383 – 623 10 – 300 147 0.483 
(0.233) 

King and Coan, 1971 298 – 373 1.7 – 5.2 22 − 0.034 
(0.04) 

Verbrugge, 1979 313 – 363 0.1 4 − 0.003 
(0.029) 

Zawisza and 
Malesinska, 1981 

373 – 473 0.5 – 3.4 14 0.029 
(0.068) 

Chrastil, 1982 323 – 353 10.1 – 25.3 7 − 0.114 
(0.196) 

Gillespie and Wilson, 
1982 

288 – 533 0.7 – 20.3 40 − 0.028 
(0.06) 

Song and Kobayashi, 
1984 

285 – 298 3.4 – 13.8 8 − 0.076 
(0.127) 

Song and Kobayashi, 
1986 

265 – 304 0.7 – 7.4 13 — 

Briones et al., 1987 323 6.8 – 17.7 8 − 0.077 
(0.044) 

Nakayama et al., 1987 298 3.6 – 11.0 8 — 
Patel et al., 1987 312 – 482 0.1 – 9.6 47 − 0.167 

(0.38) 
Müller et al., 1988 373 – 473 0.3 – 8.1 49 − 0.015 

(0.062) 
D’souza et al., 1988 323 – 348 10.1 – 15.2 4 0.013 

(0.193) 
Ohgaki et al., 1988 298 – 313 7.8 – 14.7 16 − 0.041 

(0.032) 
Sako et al., 1991 348 – 421 10.2 – 20.9 8 − 0.181 

(0.149) 
Mather and Franck, 

1992 
498 – 546 114.4 – 

311.1 
11 0.437 

(0.064) 
King et al., 1992 288 – 313 5.2 – 20.3 41 − 0.07 

(0.051) 
Dohrn et al., 1993 323 10.1 – 30.1 3 0.082 

(0.065) 
Jackson et al., 1995 323 – 348 34.5 2 0.057 

(0.035) 
Fenghour et al., 1996 405 – 613 5.7 – 24.0 11 0.016 

(0.019) 
Frost and Wood, 1997 1373 – 

1673 
950 – 1940 19 — 

Bamberger et al., 2000 323 – 353 4.0 – 14.1 29 − 0.086 
(0.057) 

Sabirzyanov et al., 2002 313 – 323 8.3 – 20.5 14 − 0.454 
(1.503) 

Valtz et al., 2004 278 – 318 0.5 – 8.0 30 − 0.126 
(0.163) 

Jarne et al., 2004 252– 288 0.1 – 4.1 99 − 0.072 
(0.077) 

Iwai et al., 2004 313 15 1 − 0.048 
Koglbauer and 

Wendland, 2007 
298 – 373 0.1 – 5.5 63 0.132 

(0.061) 
Chapoy et al., 2011 288 – 289 2.0 – 8.6 5 − 0.169 

(0.075) 
Tabasinejad et al., 2011 423– 478 3.8 – 129.2 40 0.034 

(0.067) 
Seo et al., 2011 283 – 294 6.1 – 10.1 8 − 0.004 

(0.016) 
Kim et al., 2012 283 – 312 8.1 – 20.1 26 − 0.017 

(0.029) 
Hou et al., 2013 298 – 448 1.1 – 17.5 39 0.004 

(0.125) 
Wang et al., 2013 313 – 373 9.1 – 9.1 4  

Table 3 (continued ) 

Reference T range / 
K 

p range / 
MPa 

No. data 
points 

ARD (σARD) 

− 0.083 
(0.175) 

Song et al., 2014 304 – 323 6.9 – 12.8 14 0.007 
(0.128) 

Foltran et al., 2015 313 8.3 – 12.4 5 0.04 (0.113) 
Reference T range / 

K 
p range / 
MPa 

No. data 
points 

ARD (σARD) 

Meyer and Harvey, 
2015 

283 – 353 0.5 – 5.0 58 − 0.055 
(0.041) 

Caumon et al., 2016 373 0.5 – 20.1 21 0.234 
(0.093) 

Comak et al., 2016 347 – 391 4.0 – 6.0 15 − 0.118 
(0.09) 

Loring et al., 2017 323 9 1 − 0.106  
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3.1. Water content calculation 

In this work, the fluid phase fugacities were calculated by using the 
reduced Helmholtz energy equations of Span and Wagner (1996), and 
Wagner and Pruß (2002), with the mixing model of Gernert and Span 
(2016), as implemented within REFPROP 10.0 (Lemmon et al., 2018). 
The ice phase was calculated by using the Feistel and Wagner (2006) 
equation of state (EOS) for hexagonal ice. Although several authors have 
chosen cubic equations of state for successful three phase locus calcu-
lations (Herslund et al., 2012), we have chosen reference quality fluid 
equations which can be used at elevated liquid pressures without 
modification. For ease of calculation, a water content is first calculated 
without the hydrate phase, followed by a hydrate phase calculation if 
the hydrate is the m 

Firstly, the compositions of the non-aqueous fluid and aqueous 
phases were computed while ignoring any possible hydrate phase. An 
initial, low guess of 1 ppm was made for both the water content in the 
fluid phase and the CO2 dissolved in the water phase. The state of the 
aqueous phase was then found by comparing the calculated aqueous 
fugacity at that composition, fl

H2O, to the fugacity of ice, f ice
H2O, where the 

lower of the two values gives the most stable phase. This lower fugacity 
is then used to calculate a new composition of the non-aqueous fluid 

phase, y b
H2O: 

yH2O = fH2O

/
pφ b

H2O (4) 

The liquid phase composition is then fixed by the new fluid phase 
fugacity 

f b
H2O = xH2O p φaq

H2O, (5)  

or the composition of an ice phase was assumed to be pure water and Eq. 
5 was not used. The new composition of each phase is then compared to 
their previous compositions through a squared difference objective 
function to determine if another iteration is required as shown in Fig. 3. 
If the objective function conditions were not met, a new iteration was 
started at the comparison of aqueous phase fugacities to determine the 
state of the phase. If the objective function conditions are met, the 
compositions are fixed. 

Next, the water fugacity using the aqueous phase calculation can be 
compared to the fugacity of water for the hydrate (described in Section 
3.2). If the hydrate fugacity is less that the aqueous fugacity, then the 
hydrate is the most thermodynamically stable water-rich phase and the 
water content is recalculated using the hydrate fugacity. 

Fig. 5. Saturated CO2 water content isotherms for: (A) □, literature data at 303 K and ○, literature data at 265 K; (B) □, literature data at 313 K and ○, literature data 
at 273 K. 

Fig. 6. Saturated CO2 water content isotherms for: (A) □, literature data at 323 K and ○, literature data at 283 K; (B) □, literature data at 373 K and ○, literature data 
at 298 K. 
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3.2. Hydrate phase 

The fugacity of water in the hydrate phase (fH
H2O) can be calculated 

using Eq. 6, (Sloan et al., 1976, 1987) 

f H
H2O = f β

H2Oexp
(

−
μβ− H

H2O

RT

)

(6)  

where fβ
H2O is the fugacity of water in the empty hydrate cage, μβ− H

H2O is the 
difference in chemical potential for water between a filled and empty 
hydrate cages, and R is the gas constant. 

fβ
H2O can be calculated from (Dharmawardhana and Parrish, 1980; 

Sloan et al., 1987) 

f β
H2O = φβ

H2O pβ
H2Oexp

∫ p

pβ
H2 O

(vβ
H2O

RT

)
dp (7)  

where φβ
H2O is the fugacity coefficient of water in the empty hydrate 

lattice, pβ
H2O is the vapour pressure of the empty cage and vβ

H2O represents 
molar volume of empty cage. In Eq. 7, φβ

H2O is set to unity because the 
vapour pressure of water is low. 

The Antoine-like equation of Sloan et al. (1987), was used to calcu-
late pβ

H2O which is expressed as 

pβ
H2O = exp

(

a −
b
T

)

(8)  

where a and b are constants obtained by equating the fugacity of water 
in hydrate phase to that of ice at the vapour-ice-hydrate equilibrium 
condition. vβ

H2O was calculated from the correlation given by Alvonitis, 
(1994) obtained by fitting the X-ray diffraction data of sI hydrate 
(Davidson et al., 1986a): 

vβ
H2O = v◦ (1 + k1(T − T◦ ) + k2(T − T◦ )

2
+ k3(T − T◦ )

3
), (9)  

where v◦ is the molar volume of the sI hydrate, T◦ is the reference 
temperature chosen to be 273.15 K, while k1, k2 and k3 denote the 
thermal expansion coefficients of the empty sI hydrate. 

μβ− H
H2O as derived from statistical thermodynamics by van der Waals 

and Platteeuw (1959), (Parrish and Prausnitz, 1972), 

Table 4 
Experimental and calculated water content for CO2 in equilibrium with a hy-
drate phase.  

p / 
MPaa 

T / Kb yH2O(exp) / 
ppmc 

yH2O(calc) / 
ppm 

yH2O(exp) – yH2O(calc) 
/ ppm 

49.926 237.86 365 372 7 
39.970 238.10 362 375 − 13 
29.984 238.20 351 375 − 24 
19.961 238.16 340 371 − 31 
9.891 238.07 337 365 − 28 
7.893 238.08 341 363 − 22  

50.091 244.58 505 512 − 7 
40.112 243.36 450 482 − 32 
29.950 243.08 427 473 − 46 
20.180 242.10 440 448 − 8 
9.923 241.80 403 435 32 
8.136 242.00 404 437 − 33  

50.031 248.08 610 602 8 
40.113 248.43 576 610 34 
30.066 248.24 549 601 − 52 
20.065 248.06 531 591 60 
9.884 247.97 540 578 − 38 
8.117 248.02 515 577 − 62  

50.097 253.32 756 764 − 8 
40.104 253.39 713 764 − 51 
30.057 253.17 680 752 − 72 
20.032 253.06 654 741 − 87 
9.918 253.07 655 727 − 72 
8.123 253.11 624 725 − 101  

50.023 258.29 960 953 7 
40.130 258.17 874 945 − 71 
30.064 258.17 842 939 97 
20.047 258.18 798 929 − 131 
9.916 258.13 810 907 − 97 
8.004 258.06 774 899 − 125  

50.011 263.20 1102 1180 − 78 
40.107 262.22 1042 1128 86 
30.072 263.18 1029 1168 − 139 
20.119 263.14 1026 1151 − 125 
9.912 263.17 1008 1124 − 116 
7.900 263.18 991 1116 − 125  

p / 
MPaa 

T / Kb yH2O(exp) / 
ppmc 

yH2O(calc) / 
ppm 

yH2O(exp) – yH2O(calc) 
/ ppm 

49.968 268.19 1344 1468 − 124 
40.005 268.20 1312 1462 − 150 
29.940 268.19 1285 1445 − 160 
19.931 268.19 1260 1424 − 164 
9.912 268.18 1241 1384 − 143 
7.899 268.18 1245 1372 − 127  

50.029 273.20 1756 1807 51 
40.078 273.20 1689 1800 − 111 
30.020 273.19 1637 1784 − 147 
19.993 273.19 1572 1755 − 183 
9.988 273.18 1511 1699 − 188 
7.969 273.18 1492 1681 − 189  

50.028 278.21 2107 2218 − 111 
40.084 278.21 2064 2209 − 145 
30.020 278.21 2005 2188 − 183 
20.007 278.20 1904 2149 − 245 
9.984 278.19 1834 2067 − 233 
7.976 278.19 1789 2041 − 252  

a Uncertainty from temperature measurements was calculated to be ±0.1 K. 
b Uncertainty for pressure measurements calculated to be ±0.001 MPa. 
c Uncertainty for water content measurements was calculated to be ±20 ppm. 

Fig. 7. Parity plot of the available water content data for CO2 in equilibrium 
with a hydrate phase. , this study measurement; …., correlation; ×, data from 
Song and Kobayashi (1987); ◊, data from Korea University, Jasperson et al. 
(2015); Δ, data from Wiltec, Jasperson et al. (2015); □, data from Seo et al. 
(2011); +, data from Chapoy et al. (2012); ○, data from Burgass et al. (2014); —, 
data from Youssef et al. (2009). 
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μβ− H
H2O

RT
=
∑

m
vmln

(

1 −
∑

j
θjm

)

− lnaH2O (10)  

where vm represents the number of cavities of type m per water mole-
cule, θjm is the fractional cage occupancy of the guest gas molecules 
inside the hydrate cages. In equation 8, θjm can be calculated from 
(Parrish and Prausnitz, 1972) 

θjm =
Cjmfj

1 +
∑

jCjmfj
(11)  

where fj is the fugacity of pure hydrate former j in cavity m which was 
calculated by using the Span and Wagner EOS (Span and Wagner, 1996). 
The Langmuir constant (Cjm) can be calculated by using a Parrish and 
Prausnitz correlation (Parrish and Prausnitz, 1972; Holder et al., 1980; 
Herslund et al., 2012): 

Cjm(T) =
Ajm

T
exp

Bjm

T
. (12)  

Where Ajm and Bjm are fitting parameters, the values of these parameters 
and the other coefficients used in this study are presented in Table 1. 

The activity of water was calculated from the relationship given as 

aH2o =
f b
H2O

f ◦

H2O
(13)  

where f ◦

H2O is the standard state fugacity of H2O at 0.1 MPa. 

3.2.1. Optimization of fitting parameters for Langmuir and empty cage 
constants 

The fitting parameters (Ajm and Bjm in Eq. 12) were optimized using 
our three-phase dissociation data. The empty cages constants, a and b 

given by Sloan et al., 1987 in equation 8 were re-optimized using 
experimental water content data from this study. In both instances, the 
relative sum squared difference (RSSE) for the fugacities of water in the 
non-aqueous and hydrate phases are minimized via 

RSSE =
∑N

i

(
f H
H2O − f b

H2O

f b
H2O

)2

(14)  

where N is the number of experimental data points. 
The optimized and the literature values are presented in Table 1. Our 

optimized empty cages constants, a and b, were 1.91 % and 0.86 % 
greater than the values reported by Sloan et al. (1987) with a RSSE =
0.0000787. Also, the optimized parameters (Ajm(small), Bjm(small)) and 
Ajm(large)) are in good agreement with the values reported by Parrish and 
Prausnitz (1972), to within 28 %; however, the Ajm(large) is 86 % higher 
than the value reported by Parrish and Prausnitz (1972). The RSSE value 
associated with these optimized values is 0.000244 Pa. These optimized 
values can be used to iteratively calculate the hydrate dissociation 

Table 5 
Summary of experimental water content data and their corresponding average relative deviation to the model reported in this study.  

T ranges / K p ranges / MPa Number of points Equilibrium conditions ARD (σARD) Source 

274.3 – 282.3 6.1 – 10.1 20 CO2(l)-H 48.77 (22.36) Seo et al., 2011 
228.15 – 268.15 4.15 – 27.66 26 CO2(l)-H − 113.42 (87.66) Wiltec, Jasperson et al., 2015 
257.13 – 278.63 6.12 – 23.07 29 CO2(l)-H − 91.72 (221.18) Korea University, Jasperson et al., 2015 
251.75 – 280.15 0.62 – 13.79 35 CO2(l)-H, CO2(g)-H − 426.72 (707.73) Song and Kobayashi, 1987 
253.15 – 277.15 13.79 13 CO2(l)-H − 180.52 (70) Chapoy et al., 2012 
223.15 – 263.15 1 – 10 22 CO2(l)-H, CO2(g)-H − 160.1 (155.66) Burgass et al., 2014 
260.7 – 276.3 2.0 – 2.1 5 CO2(g)-H − 115.83 (60.13) Youssef et al., 2009 
241.80 – 278.19 7.89 – 50.09 54 CO2(l)-H − 92.56 (66.69) This study  

Fig. 8. Isotherm plot of water content as a function of pressure for this study 
and literature. Blue symbols represent this study measurement at different 
temperatures indicated; _________, model reported in this study; -●-, interpolated 
data of Song and Kobayashi (1987); , interpolated data of Cox et al. (2013); □, 
data from Jasperson et al. (2015); ○, data from Burgass et al. (2014). Table 6 

Dissociation conditions for CO2 hydrates in the presence of liquid water.  

Lw-H-CO2(g) Lw-H-CO2(l) 

p / MPaa T / Kb p / MPaa T / Kb 

1.262 273.42 4.750 283.23 
1.322 273.82 5.444 283.29 
1.386 274.22 5.882 283.31 
1.453 274.62 6.549 283.41 
1.523 275.01 7.352 283.50 
1.590 275.28 7.780 283.57 
1.268 273.42 8.237 283.60 
1.328 273.81 9.201 283.70 
1.391 274.21 10.238 283.81 
1.457 274.61 11.300 283.91 
1.526 275.01 12.406 284.02 
1.602 275.41 13.424 284.12 
1.680 275.81 14.480 284.22 
1.763 276.21 15.596 284.32 
1.849 276.61   
1.941 277.01   
2.040 277.41   
2.144 277.81   
2.253 278.21   
2.368 278.61   
2.494 279.01   
2.624 279.41   
2.764 279.81   
2.916 280.21   
3.078 280.61   
3.253 281.01   
3.441 281.41   
3.648 281.82   
3.872 282.22   
4.060 282.62   
4.474 283.06    

a Uncertainty for hydrates temperature measurements was calculated to be 
±0.1 K. 

b Uncertainty for hydrates pressure measurements was calculated to be ±0.01 
MPa. 
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temperature and saturation water content at any specified pressure in 
the hydrate forming regions. 

4. Results and discussions 

4.1. Validation of the TDLAS analyzer 

The analyzer was factory calibrated to a maximum of 1867 ppmv for 
water content measurements in pure CO2 fluid. In order to extend this 
range and verify the accuracy, different H2O + CO2 mixtures were 
gravimetrically prepared (ranging from 410 to 3550 ppmw) and flowed 
into the analyzer. The results are shown in Table 2, where the average 
deviation was found to be within 3%. 

4.2. Validation of the fluid phase water content calculation 

The reduced Helmholtz energy mixture coefficients for H2O + CO2 
was developed by Gernert and Span (2016), using a large robust data-
base of experimental thermophysical data. Because our iteration did not 
rely on their code, its performance using the iterative model described 
earlier for the CO2 + water system was evaluated here using saturated 
water content data (liquid aqueous or ice phase present) before being 
further used in developing the hydrate model. A parity plot using 844 
experimental data is shown in Fig. 4 where the overall average relative 
deviation (ARD) was found to be 0.3 % with the standard deviation in 
this number being 2.4 %. The larger variance on the small ARD shows 
that the model is in statistical agreement with the experimental data. 
The ARD, and the variance in the ARD, between the model and indi-
vidual studies is given in Table 3. 

The outliers in the water content range most relevant to this study 
are Patel et al.’s (1987), data at yH2O (exp) = 0.02 and yH2O (calc) =
0.05 as well as Sabirzyanov et al. (2002), at yH2O (exp) = 0.0005 & 
0.001 and yH2O (calc) = 0.003 & 0.004. The disagreement with the 
former two points can also be observed in Fig. 4 as the two points at 
lower water content at ~8 MPa. The other data in this study are in better 
agreement with the model, however there is a trend in the deviation 
from the model which suggests systematic error. The agreement with the 

data produced by Patel et al. (1987), also improved as they moved to 
higher water concentrations. 

A number of calculated isotherms were plotted with experimental 
data (within ±1 K of the isotherm) in Figs. 5 and 6 to better illustrate the 
fit of the model. Discontinuities in the water content isotherm calcula-
tions occur where the CO2 has transitioned from gas to liquid for the 
isotherms below the critical point of CO2 at 304.13 K. Fig. 5 was limited 
to p < 25 MPa for clarity because no experimental data was above this 
pressure for those 4 isotherms. 

It should be noted that the 3-phase, Lw-CO2(l)-CO2(g), water content 

Fig. 9. Summary of experimental data for CO2 hydrates dissociation conditions 
along the I-H-CO2(g), Lw-H-CO2(g) and Lw-H-CO2(l) loci. , this study mea-
surements; ______, model reported in this study; ——, vapour pressure of CO2 
calculated using Span and Wagner EOS, (Span and Wagner, 1996); ○, experi-
mental measurements from various literature source, (Maekawa, 2010; Fan and 
Guo, 1999; Fan et al., 2000; Ng and Robinson, 1985; Vlahakis et al., 1972; 
Adisasmito et al., 1991; Wendland et al., 1999; Englezos and Hall, 1994; Nema 
et al., 2017; Unruh and Katz, 1949; Larson, 1955; Takenouchi and Kennedy, 
1964; Mooijer-van den Heuvel et al., 2001; Mohammadi et al., 2005; Melnikov 
et al., 2011; Ohgaki et al., 1993; Deaton and Frost, 1946; Robinson and Metha, 
1971; Yasuda and Ohmura, 2008). 

Table 7 
Summary of dissociation conditions for CO2 hydrates in the presence of liquid 
water.  

T / K p / MPa Equilibrium 
conditions 

ARD 
(σARD) / K 

Source 

264.1 – 
283.1 

1.33 – 
4.54 

Lw-H-CO2(g) − 0.18 
(0.17) 

Maekawa, 2010 

273.6 – 
283.6 

1.31 – 
12.87 

Lw-H-CO2(g), 
Lw-H-CO2(l) 

− 0.27 
(0.19) 

Fan and Guo, 1999 

274.7 – 
279.7 

1.5 – 2.78 Lw-H-CO2(g) − 0.22 
(0.16) 

Fan et al., 2000 

279.59 – 
283.9 

2.74 – 
18.02 

Lw-H-CO2(g), 
Lw-H-CO2(l) 

− 0.28 
(0.07) 

Ng and Robinson, 
1985 

271.6 – 
283.2 

1.04 – 
4.509 

Lw-H-CO2(g) − 0.10 
(0.18) 

Vlahakis et al., 1972 

274.3 – 
282.9 

1.42 – 
4.37 

Lw-H-CO2(g) − 0.18 
(0.11) 

Adisasmito et al., 
1991 

270.34 – 
282.16 

0.974 – 
3.85 

I-H-CO2(g) − 0.47 
(0.55) 

Wendland et al., 
1999 Lw-H-CO2(g) 

275.05 – 
277.35 

1.542 – 
3.701 

Lw-H-CO2(g) 
− 0.17 
(0.15) 

Englezos and Hall, 
1994 

269.45 – 
275.75 

0.825 – 
1.708 

I-H-CO2(g) − 0.33 
(0.56) 

Nema et al., 2017 

289.73 – 
294 

104 – 494 Lw-H-CO2(l) 0.68 (1.2) Nakano et al., 1998 

277.2 – 
281.9 

0.204 – 
0.450 Lw-H-CO2(g) 

− 0.15 
(0.17) 

Unruh and Katz, 
1949 

256.8 - 
285 

0.545 – 
4.695 

I-H-CO2(g), Lw- 
H-CO2(g) 

− 0.04 
(0.12) 

Larson, 1955 

283.2 – 
292.7 

4.5 – 
186.2 

Lw-H-CO2(g), 
Lw-H-CO2(l) 

0.04 
(0.14) 

Takenouchi and 
Kennedy, 1964 

276.52 – 
283.36 

1.82 – 
7.35 

Lw-H-CO2(g), 
Lw-H-CO2(l) 

0.13 
(0.20) 

Mooijer-van den 
Heuvel et al., 2001 

277.5 – 
282.5 

2.048 – 
4.02 Lw-H-CO2(g) 

− 0.04 
(0.10) 

Mohammadi et al., 
2005 

249.1 – 
280.2 

0.08 – 
2.95 

I-H-CO2(g), Lw- 
H-CO2(g) 

9.18 
(8.43) 

Melnikov et al., 2011 

273.36 – 
283.59 

1.338 – 
8.93 

Lw-H-CO2(g), 
Lw-H-CO2(l) 

− 0.80 
(0.59) 

Ohgaki et al., 1993 

273.7 – 
282.9 

1.324 – 
4.323 

I-H-CO2(g), Lw- 
H-CO2(g) 

− 0.15 
(0.17) 

Deaton and Frost, 
1946 

273.93 – 
283.32 

1.379 – 
4.468 Lw-H-CO2(g) 

− 0.93 
(2.18) 

Robinson and Metha, 
1971 

244.5 – 
275.7 

0.364 – 
1.628 

I-H-CO2(g), Lw- 
H-CO2(g) 

− 4.05 
(2.45) 

Yasuda and Ohmura, 
2008 

273.42 – 
284.32 

1.262 – 
15.596 

Lw-H-CO2(g), 
Lw-H-CO2(l) 

− 0.04 
(0.14) 

This study  

Table 8 
Upper quadruple point conditions reported in the literature and this study.  

T / K p / MPa Reported purity 
(mol%) 

Source 

283.1 4.65 99.99 Fan et al., 2000 
283.1 4.502 – Unruh and Katz, 1949 
283.27 4.48 99.95 Mooijer-van den Heuvel et al., 

2001 
283.3 4.468 99.8 Robinson and Metha, 1971 
282.95 4.499 – Carroll, 2014 
283.19 ±

0.1 
4.435 ±
0.01 

99.9995 This study  
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studies completed by Song and Kobayashi (1986) and Nakayama et al. 
(1987), unfortunately could not be calculated using the iterative routine 
because the REFPROP 10.0 software, through which the Helmholtz 
models were used, cannot work with more than two phases at a single 
time. Studies by Tödheide and Franck (2011), and Takenouchi and 
Kennedy (1964) were not included in the evaluation of the model, but 
are listed in Table 3, because they had a substantial number of data with 
large deviations at higher pressure and temperature conditions outside 
of where this model was being used in this work. At their higher 
experimental temperatures, the water content began to increase signif-
icantly as the pressure was increased past p > 20 MPa which was un-
expected. The work done by Frost and Wood (1997), was also at much 
higher temperatures and pressures, so much so that the REFPROP 10.0 
software could not converge with its calculations. Sayegh and Najman 
(1984) included data, but only in graphical form in their 1987 publi-
cation, and so the data are not used in the evaluation of the model. Other 
papers looking at the saturated water content of CO2 that have been 
mentioned in literature but whose data were unavailable to us at the 
time of publishing include Sidorov et al. (1952); Smith et al. (1985); 
Feng and Hou (1993); Cai and Wu (1996), and Jiang et al. (2014). 
4.3. Experimental water content in the presence of a hydrate phase 

This study experimental water content data for CO2 in equilibrium 
with a hydrate phase for p = 7.893–50.091 MPa and T = 237.86–278.21 
K along with the calculated values using the model reported in this study 
are presented in Table 4. A parity plot between the experimental (this 
study and literature) data and calculated values using this study’s model 
is presented in Fig. 7. The majority of the experimental data shows good 
agreement with the model (R2 = 0.9918), except for the data reported by 
Song and Kobayashi (1987) (Jasperson et al., 2015; Seo et al., 2011; 
Chapoy et al., 2012; Burgass et al., 2014; Youssef et al., 2009). The ARD 
from this study’s model, equilibrium conditions, pressure and corre-
sponding temperature ranges are presented in Table 5. 

For the measured pressures of this work, the model shows a better 
calculation for the temperatures between 238–258 K (ARD = -47.5 ppm) 
than for T > 258 K which has an ARD = − 148.85 ppm, but the overall 
ARD for all the temperatures is within -93 ppm. Jasperson et al. (2015), 
reported two sets of data from different laboratories; Wiltec Research 
Company and Korea University. Both sets of data compared favourably 
with the calculated values from this study’s model to within an ARD of 
-114 ppm. The data reported by Chapoy et al. (2012) and Burgass et al. 
(2014), shows almost similar average deviations when compared to this 
study’s model. The highest deviation was observed for the data reported 
by Song and Kobayashi (1987). Note that Cox et al. (2013), re-examined 
the earlier measurements of Song and Kobayashi (1987), but their raw 
data were unavailable to us hence we are unable to compare their 
measurements to our model. 

One of the major reasons attributed to the large difference between 
the data reported by Song and Kobayashi (1987) and previous literature 
is that their water content data shows a significant dependence on 
pressure. In this regard, we analysed the available data to examine the 
influence of pressure on solubility of water in CO2 at hydrate forming 
conditions. We compare this study’s data to that reported by Jasperson 
et al. (2015), as well as the interpolated data of Song and Kobayashi 
(1987); Cox et al. (2013), at the same temperature of 253.15 K. As 
shown in Fig. 8, for the Cox et al. (2013), and Song and Kobayashi 
(1987) data, the water content increases as the pressure increases, 
whereas the water content data of this study and Jasperson et al. (2015), 
are almost invariant of pressure. This observation is also consistent with 
that of Seo et al. (2011); Chapoy et al. (2012), and Burgass et al. (2014), 
who have all independently concluded from measurement and modeling 
results that the hydrate water content is weak function of pressure. 

4.4. Experimental dissociation data in the presence of water 

The same model reported in this study for the calculation of the CO2 
water contents was used to calculate the hydrate formation conditions in 
the presence of excess liquid water phase. The dissociation conditions 
for this study measurements are presented in Table 6. 

The pressure versus temperature plot of experimental data (Lw-H- 
CO2(g), Lw-H-CO2(l) and I-H-CO2(g)) and this study’s model is pre-
sented in Fig. 9, while the summary of the pressures, temperatures, 
equilibrium conditions and the associated ARD for each experimental 
studies are presented in Table 7. In general, the model agrees to within 
±0.2 K on average when compared to this study’s measurement and 
most of the literature. (Maekawa, 2010; Fan and Guo, 1999; Fan et al., 
2000; Ng and Robinson, 1985; Vlahakis et al., 1972; Adisasmito et al., 
1991; Englezos and Hall, 1994; Nema et al., 2017; Unruh and Katz, 
1949; Larson, 1955; Takenouchi and Kennedy, 1964; Mooijer-van den 
Heuvel et al., 2001; Mohammadi et al., 2005; Ohgaki et al., 1993; 
Deaton and Frost, 1946; Robinson and Metha, 1971). The lowest ARD 
was observed for the data reported in this study, Mohammadi et al. 
(2005), and Larson (1955); although, at different equilibrium conditions 
as indicated in Table 7. The data reported by Melnikov et al. (2011), 
shows the highest overall ARD to the model reported in this work; 
however, along the Lw-H-CO2(g) loci, a lower ARD = -0.072 K with 
associated σARD of 0.12 K was observed, while the ARD =11.7 K and 
σARD =7.76 K for the I-H-CO2(g) phase boundary. Similarly, Yasuda and 
Ohmura (2008), also reported data along the I-H-CO2(g) and 
Lw-H-CO2(g) loci with a high overall ARD as shown in Table 7. Their 
calculated ARD = -0.13 K and σARD =0.07 K for the two points reported 
along the Lw-H-CO2(g) loci, while the ARD = -4.83 K and σARD =1.80 K 
for the data along the I-H-CO2(g) phase boundary. 

4.4.1. Semi–empirical model for hydrate dissociation calculation 
This study’s experimental measurements along both the Lw-H- 

CO2(g) and Lw-H-CO2(l) phase boundaries were used to fit a semi- 
empirical correlation based on the Clausius-Clapeyron relation for the 
calculation of the hydrate formation conditions. The Lw–H–CO2(g) 
phase boundary can be calculated from the relationship:  

p = exp (38.116–10372.53 / T).                                                       (15) 

Also, the Lw–H–CO2(l) phase boundary can be calculated using the 
expression  

p = 9.7415T – 2754.33,                                                                  (16) 

where p and T are pressure and temperature in MPa and K, respectively. 
The upper quadruple point (Q2) can be calculated from the inter-

section of the semi-empirical equation of the Lw–H–CO2(g) and 
Lw–H–CO2(l) loci. The Q2 for this study and other literature are shown 
in Table 8. All the quadruple point temperatures reported in the litera-
ture fall within ±0.1 K except the one reported by Carroll (2014), while 
all of the quadruple point pressures fall within ±0.03 MPa of each other. 

5. Conclusion 

In this study, we reported equilibrium dissociation data for CO2 
hydrate in the presence of water from p = 1.262–15.596 MPa and T =
273.42–284.32 K as well as water content data for CO2 liquid in equi-
librium with a hydrate phase for p = 7.893–50.091 MPa and T =
237.86–278.21 K. These results were used to optimize an equilibrium 
model based on the reference Span and Wagner (1996) Helmholtz EOS 
for the fluid phase and the Sloan et al., 1976 hydrate phase model. The 
same model is also capable of calculating the water content of CO2 
without a hydrate phase. The calculated results using the model were 
compared to experimental measurements, where a reasonable deviation 
was generally observed. Analysis of the water content data in this study, 
both from experimental measurements and thermodynamic modeling 
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show that the water content of CO2 increases as the temperature in-
creases, but the pressure dependence of the CO2 liquid water content is 
not considerable. 

These measurements are important for processes facilities handling 
wet CO2 fluid in order to define dehydration specifications where 
clathrate hydrate formation and corrosion can be problematic, espe-
cially when the fluid temperature drops below the water dew point 
during transportation. 
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